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—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 1833.

VOL,. III.

REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.

PHILIPPIANS, I. 27, 28.
“ Stand fast in one spirit, with one mind striving together
for the faith of the Gospel; and in nothing terrified by your
adversaries: which is to them an evident token of perdition,
but to you of salvation, and that of God.

Child of God, let nought confound thee,
Wear thy panoply of light;
Gird thy heavenly armor round thee,
Fight the good and glorious fight;
Standing firm, or pressing onward,
Strong in thy Redeemer’s might.
Look to Christ; he will direct thee
When and where thine arms to wield;
He will guide thee and protect thee;
Jesus is both sun and shield.
Follow thy victorious Leader,
Keep thy station in the field.
Let his eye with joy inspire thee,
See it ever on thee rest;
Let his voice with ardor fire thee,
Wear his name upon thy breast;
Till the heights of Zion gaining,
Thou art in his presence blest.

There will lie in triumph raise thee,
Crown’d with joy and victory;
O how will the sight amaze thee!
Of God’s cloudless majesty,
Where his beams of light and glory
Shine, and shine eternally.

Child of God, let nought affright thee;
All that is, thy Lord obeys;
To his cross by faith unite thee,
Where he points, thy standard raise.
Go from conquering to conquer,
Thine salvation—Ilis the praise.
'
[Friendly Visiter.

MISSIONARY.
From the Episcopal Recorder.
GREECE.

The following extracts are from the letters noticed last week,
l’he first is dated at Athens, November 6, 1832:

“I do not think I can find you any thing more
interesting than an account how we spend a Sun
day here in Athens. Take, for instance, yester
day, the first Sunday in November. At 9 o’clock
the children of the infant school having assembled,
I went down with my excellent teacher, Elizabeth.
The little things, about fifty in number, with clean
faces and their best clothes on, presented a most
agreeable appearance. The mother of one of them
pointed out her child, and asked me whether I
would not teach her all that was useful. I replied
in some remark favorable to the child, and her mo
ther continued saying she was very smart, and
said all her lessons to her father. She then repeat
ed herself the whole of the Scripture lessons of the
week yvhich she had learned from the lips of her
daughter only six years old. Parents in many a
miserable hovel are amused and instructed by the
lessons taught in my nursery. After opening our
service by a short prayer repeated by a teacher,
the Lord’s prayer was said, all repeating after her.
The lesson for the day was recited by the larger
children who can read. It was the account of the
healing of the man at the pool of Bethesda. The
whole school was then questioned and returned
answers, and the earnestness which all showed to
have their answers heard, proved how well they
had attended to the instruction of the week. They

all then joined in singing a hymn and repeating the
creed. The service occupies near an hour. We
then went to the large female school, where we
found forty more waiting to recite their lesson.—
It was proof Sunday, the subject the certainty of
future punishment. Those who recited were ar
rayed around the room. We commenced with a
class of small girls who had been taught proofs by
dictation. Ps. ix. 17. John v. 28, 29. A class on
my right hand then repeated each one a verse of
the parable of Dives and Lazarus, Mr. Hill com
menting on each verse. The next class then com
menced with the New Testament, and repeated
the following texts: Mat. v. 9; Mark xxv. 41, 46;
Rom. ii. 8, 9, 12; Rom. vi. 23; I Cor. xv. 5, G; 2
Thes. i. 7—10; Rev. xx. 12, 1.5. After the se
lections from the New Testament were finished,
the first class repeated a few texts from the Old
Scriptures, which had been translated from the
the Septuagint. The correctness of the recitation
gave great interest to the lesson. Dr. Korck, who
is now here, and Mr. Hill, then made some appli
cation explaining the doctrine that they were sin
ners, the consequences as shown in Scripture of
dying in that state, and the duties which resulted
from them. All then united in singing the judg
ment hymn in Greek beginning ‘Lo he cometh,’
&c. Besides our pupils, we had the company of
two ladies, mothers of some of them, and four male
members of the Greek Church. It was now
near eleven o’clock, at which hour, our services
in English commenced. It was a communion
Sunday. The family of Mr. Korck remained.
An english lady and Dr. Korck united with
our little number in partaking of the sacred ele
ments. We had service in English again at three
o’clock, and a sermon from Mr. Robertson. The
evening shades by this time began to fall, and this
day of sacred rest, passed in sacred duties, was
brought to a close. In the evening we went to see
the good Bishop of Talanti.”
*
*
*
The following, dated November 9th, is from Mr.
Hill:
“I have been to-day occupied with contriving
plans for our new school house. We have deter
mined to begin and build at once, for the place
has become too strait for us. See how greatly the
Lord has blessed our feeble efforts. Last winter
when------ returned from Smyrna, she found little
more than a wreck of our former school. By dint
of perseverance, she contrived to gather thirty
or forty of them again in a miserable little room.
Now, the house we took, one of the largest in
Athens, is full to overflowing, and for ourselves,
we have little or no room left, and are obliged to
look for larger quarters, or be content with remain
ing stationary. This summer the public author
ities of the city encouraged me to make applica
tion to them for a lot of ground in the centre of
the town with the ruins of buildings on it, which
had been known as the public school of Athens
for a long time, but had been destroyed in the
siege, and remained unoccupied as such for eight or
nine years. They appointed a committee of five of
the first Athenians, all my intimate friends, to con
fer with me in relation to the erection of buildings,
&c. An interregnum, however, which occurred
in the municipal department, has prevented us from
acting. I have nearly made up my mind to take
a lot of ground favourably situated, on a perpet
ual lease, which has been offered me by an Eng
lish gentleman, with the right of purchasing it at

NO. 31.

any time within five years, at £ rate now fixed on.
It is a larger lot than that of the public school,
but not quite so well situated. The buildings will
probably cost ,$2000, and will he sufficient for six
hundred scholars males and females. There will
be an infant school, a Lancasterian school for girls,
and one of a higher order for girls, who intend to
become hereafter school mistresses, a Lancasterian
school for boys, and an Hellenic school divided in
to two departments: six departments in all, occu
pying seven rooms. Mr. ITildner at Syra, has
just completed a school-house belonging to th*»
Church Missionary Society, which has cost between
three and four thousand dollars. Ours will be
much larger, and will be filled when it is ——
will not our Church at home conclude the sentence
and say‘finished? By the blessing of God we will
finish it that it may be filled.’”
*
*
*
Mrs. Hill adds on this subject:
“ We have received information through the pa
pers that a portion of the requisite funds have
Been collected, and directions given to forward
them. On examining the list of receipts we find
that an increasing interest is felt for the support of
this mission, which has been exhibited by the con
tributions during last winter and spring. Shortly
after this, the Society, yourself and many others,
must have received letters from us, giving informa
tion of the numerous opportunities for labor in the
cause, and entreating them not to remit their ex
ertions to prevent our losing the advantages we
had gained, for want of those necessary things
without which it was impossible to carry on our
labors with satisfaction or utility. It was then the
house we at present occupy was offered to let, and
we took it. To remain as we were and do good
was impossible, and we might better have aban
doned, and save much useless trouble and expense.
We considered oursituation fully, and acted under
the assurance that He, in whose strength we had
undertaken this work, would not see us put to
shame. Our faith has had its full reward. Our
place is too strait for us. Our funds for building
have not yet arrived. What, shall we do? Go
on by all means, the Lord will not suffer his own
work to perish. I trust and believe that our friends
are now fully convinced that we are right.
“Now we have come to the point that w’e must
begin to build, but fear already that we cannot
have this house again without a considerable ad
vance of rent. Five months of the year only re
main, and if we commence to morrow, more than
this will be required before we could occupy the
new school-house. But the days are so short, and
the feast days connected with the approaching
Christmas so numerous, and it being the rainy sea
son, we cannot begin yet. Let the friends of this
cause but exert themselves, and we shall lack no
thing. Let them consider that more than two hun
dred souls here are daily under missionary influ
ence, and that in humble reliance on the Almighty
for his blessing, the missionaries do all they can
to bring to these souls the blessed doctrines of the
Gospel of Jesus Christ. My all is devoted to the
work; I have scarcely a thought disconnected from
this mission, scarcely a wish or desire separate from
its prosperity, the credit which I hope and e”
pect it will prove to the dear Church to wh;
have the favour to belong, and the hone
glory it will be permitted to contribu*
heavenly Father.”
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biblical.
COMPARATIVE VIEW OF THE FOUR GOSPELS.

omprehensiveness and discriminative accuracy superior, to any
We extract the following table, for com
we have seen, from an able article on “Greswell’s Harmony of the Gospels” in the last Eclectic Re[Churchman.
view.
Sr. Luke’s Gospel.
Written about A. D. GO.

St. John’s Gospel.
Written about A. I). 97.

At Rome (or Alexandria,)
for the use of foreign Jews and
Gentile converts. The writer,
a native Jew, intimately ac
quainted with the topography
and idioms of Palestine.
Style, a Hebraistic Greek.
Style of Translator Hebra
istic Greek; closely resembling
St. Mark’s.
Purpose anti scope. To esta —To give a brief outline of the
blish the legal genealogy of our leading facts and characteristic
Loan as the heir of David;— features of our Lord’s public
to vindicate from Jewith cavils ministry in Galilee; omitting
the circumstances of l.is birth Such allusions and passages as
and despised condition;---- to would exclusively interest the
show theentirecorrespondep.ee Jews, and adding explanatory
of every part of his character, phrases and circumstances for
conduct, circumstances, and the information of Gentile
sufferings, to the predictions of Christians. The miracles of
the Jewish Scriptures;—to ex our Lor d are more prominent
hibit specimens qf his preach ly adduced, than his character
ing and doctrine;—in a word, as a teacher, and the corres
to establish bis divine authori pondence between thefacts and
ty as greater than Moses, and the predictions.
the evidence of his being Mes
siah.
Conciseness and exactness,
Characteristics: E streme
conciseness in noticing facts. yet more circumstantial and
Frequent appeal to Old Tes specific in many parts of the
tament prophecies anti prece narrative than St. Matthew.—
dents. The fullest report of More exact arrangement of
facts.
Omission o£ the dis
our Lord’s discourses.
courses. Frequent Latinisms.

Place uncertain: probably
Achaia. The writer a Gentile,
the companion of St. Paul;
supposed to have been a native
of Antioch, by profession a
physician.
Style, the purest Greek of
the sacred writers; copious and
flowing.
—To give an authentic and
orderly relation of the facts
believed among Christians;
commencing with the parent
age and birth of our Lord’s
forerunner; and carrying on
the historical account with
chronological exactness to the
Ascension.

At Ephesus. The Apostle,
a Galilean Jew, the disciple
whom Jesus loved. Written
for the Church Catholic.

Historical accuracy and ex
actness in the record of events.
More of artificial order and
classification of subject. Spe
cification of circumstances of
general and political interest.
Supplemental relations.

Precursive ministry of John.
Baptism of our Lord. Public
ministry of Christ in Galilee
from the imprisonment ofjohn.
Events of the Passion-week.
The crucifixion. Resurrection.
Manifestation. Ascension.

Circumstances relating to
the birth of John the Baptist.
The annunciation. The na
tivity. The circumcision.—
Early life of our Lord. Date
of John’s ministry; his preach
ing, testimony to Christ, and
imprisonment. Baptism of out
Lord; his age at the com
mencement of his ministry;
lineal descent from David by
his mother. Temptation.---Public ministry of our Lord
in Galilee, and in Judea—
Transactions at Jerusalem du
ring the Passion-week. Parti
culars of the crucifixion, resur
rection, manifestation, and as
cension.

Perspicuity and pathos of
style.
Biographical minute
ness. Supplemental'character
of the narrative. Copious spe
cimens of our Lord’s argu
mentative discourses.
Con
stant reference to his character
as the Son of God.
Proem,testifying the preex
istence and deity of the Word
who was made flesh. Confes
sion and testimony of John the
Baptist. Transactions which
intervened between the temp
tation, and our Lord’s public
ministry on the imprisonment
of John. Visit to Jerusalem
and discourse with the Jews
there. Discourse occasioned
by the miracle of the loaves
at Capernaum. Second visit
to Jerusalem; discourses and
miracles there. Third visit,
to raise Lazarus. Final return
to Jerusalem. Valedictory dis
course with the disciples. Last
prayer. Trial. Crucifixion.
Resurrection. Manifestations.

St. Matthew’s Gospel.
Written about A. D. 42.

St. Mark’s Gostel.
Written about A. D. 54.

In Palestine, for the use of
Jewish believers. Originally
in Syro-Chaldee. Translated,
probably, by Mark (or James,)
about A. D. 54.

Contents:
Genealogy .of
Jesus.
Miraculous birth.—
Visit, of the Magi. Massacre
at Bethlehem.
Flight into
Egypt. Public appearance of
the Forerunner. Baptism and
probationary temptation of our
Lord. His public Ministry
from the time of his return to
Galilee after the imprisonment
of John, at which time this
Evangelist’s acquaintance with
the I,ord commenced. Be
trayal, trial, and crucilixion of
Jesus. Resurrection, and pub
lic appearance in Galilee.

RELIGIOUS.
From Mr. Abbott’s Young Christian.
COMING TO CHRIST.

Do not some of you, tny young readers, feel
unwilling to come to the Saviour, because you
think that you do not feel a sufficient interest in
the subject? You know that you are sinners, and
would like to be free from sin. You would like
such a friend as I describe the Saviour to be, but
you have no sufficiently strong conviction, and you
think the promises are not for you.
Or, perhaps, some of you, though you feel a
deep interest in the subject, may be discouraged
and disheartened by the sins you feel constantly
committing, and by your repeatedly broken reso
lutions. You think the Saviour must be wearied
out with your continued backsliding and sins, and
you are ready to giye up the contest, and to think
that final holiness and peace are not for you.
Now there are, throughout our land, vast multi
tudes who are vainly endeavoring to make their
hearts better, in order to recommend themselves to
their Saviour’s cure. You must, indeed, endeavor
by every effort, to make your heart better, but not
as a means of recommending yourself to the Sa
viour. Come to him at once, just as you are, and
seek his sympathy and assistance in the work.
Inquirers after the path of piety, are very slow
to learn that the Saviour is the friend of sinners,
fhey will not learn that he comes to help us w’hile
we ai e in our trials and difficulties, not after we
get out of them. How many say in their hearts,
I must overcome this sin, or free myself from that
'mptabon, and then I will come to the Saviour,
st have clearer views of my own sins, or deep-

Style, Hebraistic Greek, but
more fluent and facile than that
of Mark.
—To prove that Jesus is the
Son of God, that believers may
have life through his name:
in confutation of Gnostic here
sies.
To furnish additional
particulars of our Lord’s pub
lic teaching and more private
intercourse with his disciples;
and to illustrate the events re
corded by the ether Evangel
ists.
To portray the moral
glory of the Saviour’s charac
ter.
“Priores illi corpus in
medium proferunt; Johannes
vero animam. ”

is wandering in mind. Call a physician kT
diately.”
*'
Now Jesus Christ is a physician. He come
heal your sins. If you wish to be healedc V
to him at once, just as you are. The soul th»
for purer motives, or for a deeper sense of /.*
or for a stronger interest in the subject, befL
comes to Christ, is a sick person waiting forllu
before he sends for a physician. Jesus Christ c>
to help you in obtaining thesefeelings, not toceive you after you have made yourself holy *
out him. You have, I well know, great an<i ar
ous struggles to make with sin. Just as certa,
you attempt them alone, you will become disc/
aged and fail. Come to the Saviour before i
begin then, for I do assure you, you will needfc:
From the Boston Uecorde
AN AMERICAN DOLLAR.*

I lately received a present of a dollar from ,
person in America, named P. This good man hjj
lately experienced the blessedness of pardon and
peace through faith in the Lord Jesus Chnst
and like all young converts, he feels a lively inter
est in the cause of his Divine Master. He ear.,
his bread by cutting wood, and having a lar»:
family, he finds it difficult enough at times, to pro
vide for them. However, it happens now ar.:
then, that he gets a little extra money which lit
gladly devotes to the spread of the Gospel. The
above named sum was obtained by this meant
Mr. P. had been engaged in cutting wood, and fo:
extra work he received a dollar, and the identic:
piece was forwarded to me, with his love, a.,
a request that I would lay it oat for the spirits
good of his fellow sinners.
A few days since, an event occurred, which a
forded me a fine opportunity of disposing of P.
donation, in a way which, 1 think, would hat
warmed his heart.
Near to our residence, we found about tweDii
men at work in a hay-field. They arc slaves, bt
longing to------ , and came from three dillereof «•
tates at great distance. We entered into conver
sation.
Qu. Can any ot you read ?
Ans. Only two ot'us—and they can't readrery
well.
Qm. How many people live in your villages?
Ans. About 80 in one village, 120 in another,
and 800 in a third, making in all 1,000 souls, ex
clusive of women and children.
Qu. Are there schools in your villages?
Ans. No—those of us who can read, learned it
by persevering application when alone, and by i
little help from one another.
Qu. Are you not desirous that your children
should learn ?
Ans. How is it possible for us to obtain such*
favor! we have no books—no school—no teacher
Qu. But could not those of you who are a!
to read, instruct others, if you had books?
Ans. Certainly! Gladly!
Very well, brethren, you shall havebookstfr
morrow. We will bring them to you.
We then left the men at their hay-making.
expecting to see them again any more that Jay—
but in the afternoon, one of them who couldtead
and another, who was very desirous to have n*
children instructed, came to us for the booh
Now, thought I, here is a fine opening for the Do
lar ! So I gave these men, on account ot
American friend, a New Testament, a l’salter,ar
some school books for present use, with a pro®i,;
of more, before they returned home.
A few days after this, I was walking with
wife through the same hay-field, and saw the
collected in a group, at a small distance fromv’-'
all seated on the ground, and apparently occu;r
about some important business. We looked *
them and perceived that one of them was reaM
a book, and the others were listening, be V
proached them, and found that the book"*5
other than the New Testament which we baa ?
en them! We then invited them to go wm ■’
which they did—and having arrived they >or®e

i er penitence, or awaken true love to God in niy
heart, and then, but not till then, can I expect
Christ to be my friend. What? do you suppose
that it is the office of Jesus Christ, to stand aloof
from the struggling sinner, until he has by bis own
unaided strength, and without asssistance or sym
pathy finished the contest, and then only to come
and offer his congratulations after the victory is won.
Is this such a Saviour as you imagine the Bible
to describe?
At the door of one of the chambers of the house
in which you reside, you hear a mourning sound,
as of one in distress. You enter hastily, and find
with his suf-writhing in pain, and struggling along
a sickman ferings. As soon as you understand
the case, you say to him,
“We must send for a physician immediately,
there is one at the next door, who will come in a
moment.”
“ Oh, no,” groans the sufferer, “ I am in no state
to send for a physician. My head aches dreadful
ly. I am almost distracted with pain. I fear I
am dangerously ill.
“ Then you must have a physician immediately,”
you reply. “ Run and call him,” you say, turning
to an attendant, “ask him to come as soon as pos
sible?”
“Oh, stop! stop!” says the sick man, “wait till
I get a little easier. My breath is very short,
and my pulse very feeble, and besides I have been
getting worse and worse every half hour for some
time, and I am afraid there is no hope for me.—
Wait a little while, and perhaps I may feel better,
and then I will send tor him.
* Written by Mr. Knill of St. Petersburg.
You would turn after hearing such words, and was put into the hands of Mr. Ropes after some stated1
and say in a gentle voice to the attendant. “He specting Russia, made by him in a Vestry in this city —
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a circle around our house, and we gave every man Sioane street, a little west of the new Buckingham God.” And thus thisspeakerot “unknown tongues”
Books and Tracts for himself and family. These Palace, in the heart of the West end of the me had his seal and “confirmation strong as proof of
precious volumes they will take back with them to tropolis—'t is a spacious and fine edifice, and on holy writ.”
their'benighted villages. With these they will in account of the Rector’s popularity, is crowded
This poor, deluded man was retained in custody,
struct their children. In these they will see the with a congregation of the more respectable, and brought to examination on Monday, and being con
way to heaven,—and we ought to exercise strong Dot a few of the fashionables as they are called. victed, I know not under what law, was committed,
confidence that the same God who inclined P.’s I happened to be seated in the gallery, near the as I have understood, for want of bail.
heart to send the dollar, and who brought these organ, and in front of the pulpit. Jilst about the
The Tongues, as they are called here, are becom
men to my notice, will make the seed to bring forth middle of the reading of the service, I was star ing a great nuisance in England, as you may ima
in some thirty, in some sixty, and in some a hun tled by \what seemed to be a sadden and violent gine from this specimen. The mania seems to be
transition of the reader’s' voice and manner from
dred fold.
spreading, and congregations in the metropolis^
Reader! think of this wood-cutter! Was it not his previous unimpassioned tones, and not inap and in other parts of the "kingdom, are very liable
a noble act for one in his station? Could any propriate elocution, into elevated, loud and astound to be surprised in this way. As much as I had
thing but the heart-melting religion of Jesus have ing cry of alarm. In a moment the whole congre heard and known of the Tongues, I did not even
led him to part with his dollar, and that on behalf gation were upon their feet, myself among the rest suspect what this exhibition was, until my mind
of strangers! 0! let the religion of Christ only —all so quick that I did not observe the motion, had passed through all the painful doubts I have
take a firm hold on the hearts of the people call nor could 1 have believed it, but that I saw them, described, I had ascertained that the alarming voice
ed Christians, and there will be no want of funds and felt myself to be standing. What could be came from the gallery, and not from the reader in
nor of men, to carry the gospel to every creature. in the man! thought I. I looked at him, his head the desk.
Think also of whole villages containing thou was turned over his right shoulder, his face lifted
Whether civil prosecutions and penalties will not
sands of your fellow creatures, growing up in ig- towards the ceiling, and a continuous stream of
Qorance, living in ignorance, and then dying in ig the most startling and alarming exclamations seem increase the evil, is perhaps problematical; and
norance, to be succeeded by another generation ed to he pouring from his lips, in a perfect and what can be done? As -churches and chapels are
as ignorant as themselves. Is not this dreadful! overwhelming torrent, in the sharpest explosions open to all, who can tell whether there be a speak
O how deplorable their condition! Are the peo of the highest falsette, or scream, and with all the er of tongues in a public religious assembly ? And
ple perishing- for lack of knowledge? Has their power, of which the vocal organs of man might if the malady is to rage, and become common, its
misery touched your heart? Could you not do be supposed capable. All eyes were directed to outbreakings are so exceedingly frightful, that wo
something which you have not attempted, to lead the same quarter with his. It is fire, thought I? men and persons of weak nerves will not go to
them to Christ? O remember that the “night I could see nothing of that, nor did the alarm church. I do not think my own nerves are weak,
seem to be of that import. The congregation hus and yet I was not a little astounded in this affair;
cometh wherein no man can work.”
tled, the screams of women and children burst up and, in spite of all my efforts, I found myself sym
8z/t July, 1832.
on the scene and the louder calls of men here pathizing deeply with an agitated and excited as
DEVEREUX JARRETT.
and there intermingled and seemed to be demand sembly, during the whole service. I was much im
The lijst American Quarterly Register contains ing no one knew what; the startling and alarming pressed with the possible evils this may lead to.
It was only last week that some one said to rue:
the following notice of this devoted minister.
voice of the chief speaker still above and distinct
Though many of the Episcopal Clergy at that from the rest, drowning the general confusion and “You will have the Tongues in America yet.”—
time in Virginia, were accustomed to look with lit uproar, sharper and louder still, more earnest and “No,” I said, “the people have more sense.” I
tle favour on what were called revivals of religion impetuous, and still more alarming. What could hope, for your sakes, this man will not prove a true
yet it was not the case with all. In the year 1763, it be! I thought he seemed to see a vision—that prophet. For, I do assure you, it is a most out
the Rev. Devereux Jarrett was elected minister of he imagined the opening of the final judgment rageous libel on Christianity, and a melancholy ex
Bath Parish, Dinwiddie county. “ He adopted,” scene! And all this was merely the scene of a ample of religious fanaticism.— Correspondent N.
he says, that method of preaching which might moment, and still continuing. The uproar, and Y. Observer.
have the most direct tendency to make sinners screams, and firmer call from the voices of men,
philanthropy.
feel their situation, and be sensible of their guilt, increased. Women sunk down and fainted in dif
danger, and helplessness.” He did not confine ferent parts of the Church, and some rushed out
The love, of the Father and of Christ introduces
his labours to the Churches and pulpits, but into the street. The eye of the reader was still the love of men for their sakes. “If God so loved
went out by night and by day, at any time of I fixed in the same direction, and all this while I us we ought also to love one another.” And, as
the week, to private houses, and convened as ma had imagined the alarming voice was his. But in our Saviour declares, that what is done to the least
ny as he could, for the purpose of prayer, preach looking for what he seemed to see, I discovered a of our brethren is done unto Him, and that what
ing, and conversation. His Churches was soon man apparently perched on the seat with extend is refused to them is refused to Him, we have au
filled to overflowing. Strangers came from far and ed and brandishing arms, on the reader’s right in thority for regarding the love we devote to our fel
near, to hear for themselves. It became necessa the gallery, his visible organs of speech hard to low creatures as, in a great degree, the standard
ry to enlarge his Churches. This state of things work, and thereby demonstrating, that he was talc for ascertaining how much unfeigned love we de
continued from 1762 to 1772; in the course of ing a conspicuous part, and was not unlikely the vote to God. Love to men must in this view in
which years, he believed that “a great many souls author of this uproarous scene. As soon as the clude not only aid to the necessitous, and kindness
were, in a judgment of charity savingly converted affrighted gentlemen near him, had recovered suf toward all who are bound to us by the ties of kind
to God.” He sometimes extended his journey five ficiently to think what could, or ought to be done, red, of friendship, of acquaintance, hut must also
or six hundred miles. His sermons averaged five a few hands seized upon the noisy stentor, and seek thewelfareof mankind at large,of those of them
every week, taking one week with another. In il began to perform the office of ejecting him from over whomProvidence may give us influence. More
lustrating the low state of religion in Virginia, in the Church. But nothing daunted, he screamed especially will carity endeavor to forward the mor
1750-60, he says, “The sacrament of the supper and roared the louder, and threw his hands and arms al and spiritual improvement of men; and this it
had been so little regarded by what were called like a maddened and exasperated pugilist in eve will do by counsel seasonably administered, and
Church people, that generally speaking, none went ry direction, to sweep his circle clean; still pour by candidly, and firmly opposing error and delu
to the table, except a few of the more aged, per ing out his astounding cries. He was soon, how sion, knowing that these are the greatest and most
haps seven or eight at a Church. The vast ma ever, in the hands of some men, stouter than him- real enemies to human happiness, and that charity
jority of all ages, sexes, and classes, seemed to self, who bore him along through the frightened rejoiceth only in the truth. And, in thus seeking
think nothing about it, or else thought it a danger crowd, as fast as was convenient; but by means the eternal good of men, sound charity will use
ous thing to meddle with. Accordingly, the of his own determination not to obey their motions, the instrument which God has appointed, and
first time I administered the sacrament here, about that was slow enough. He endangered all the which himself uses for that purpose; that instru
seven or eight communed. But as soon as the peo heads and bonnets not a little, that lay within the ment is the church of Christ. Above all, it is
ple got their eyes opened, to see their own wants, sweep of his arms, in his unwilling progress to required by charity to our fellow-beings, as well
and the necessity of a Saviour, and the nature and wards the door, and through the whole length of as by duty to God, that we let our light shine be
design of the ordinance was shown, and the obli thechurch ; still cryingoutwith greater, and almost fore men, in a godly but unobtrusive example,
gation, which all professing Christians are under to expiring effort. A more frantic madman, I should “showing out of a good conversation our works
remember their dying friend, according to his own imagine, hardly ever exhibited a more frantic with meekness of wisdom.” This is ‘charity” in
institution, the number of communicants increased spectacle. And when he passed the end of the gal deed, charity to the souls as well as the bodies of
from time to time, so that in the year 1773, inclu lery, where I happened to be, his cry was: Judg immortal beings; charity to the household of God;
ding those who constantly attended from other pa ment! judgment! judgment! continually, with all charity to the great family of mankind. These du
rishes, the number was at least 900, or 1,000. A his possible powers, till he was out of the church , ties, performed through the love of God, will be
great part of these, I trust, were truly in earnest and I heard him from the street. And what do you accepted by the Saviour as done unto himself.
And this love to mankind will be without any ex
to work out their salvation.” It is manifest that imagine all this was? Why it was a very benevo
this zealous minister accomplished great good, lent attempt to edify us all with an example of the ceptions, no enmity or bitterness is to exclude even
though a part of the effects of his labours was un “ Tongues!'' He was a clergyman tooof theChurch one mortal from our benign affection. To human
happily lost by the efforts of other denominations. of England, And the fellow had been so shrewd ' nature, weakened by depravity, this is a hard pre
in his calculations, and knowing the lesson for the ; cept; but it is express, and the obstinate refusal to
A SCENE IN A CHURCH.
day, that he interrupted the reader in the midst1 obey it, is, we are assured a deadly sin: “If ye,
of the 23 chapter of Acts; so that when order from the heart, forgive not tnen their tresspasses,
London, Dec. 28th 1832.
I went last Sunday morning to hear the Rev. was restored, and the service resumed, what should ■ neither will your heavenly Father forgive you.” Let
Mr. Blunt, of the established church, Rector of come first upon us, but this: “ If a spirit or an an this denunciation warn us to avoid enmities, if pos
Holy Trinity, Chelsea. Mr. Blunt’s church is on gel hath spoken to him, let us not fight against: sible; and if they arise, to expel them at oncq
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from our hearts. And, for our encouragement in
fulfilling a duty so difficult, let us reflect, that it
was “while we were enemies that we were recon
ciled to God by the death of his Son.” In this
branch, the forgiveness and love of our enemies
are the most exalted exercises of charity. It was
thus that God “commended his love towards us;
and by excelling in this branch, we shall most ef
fectually commend our love toward God.—Bishop
Onuerdonk.
RELIGION IN RUSSIA.

The national worship (Greco-Russian) is cele
brated in 28,112 churches, among which are many
cathedrals. There are besides 550 convents, 70 of
which are for females. The monks generally fol
low the rule of St. Basilius, and are of the lowest
condition. The religious orders of both sexes are
estimated at 9,000. The Emperor is the head of
the church. There is both a regular and secular
clergy, together with a graduated hierarchy. The
latter is composed of metropolitans, archbishops,
and bishops; the former title, however, is purely
honorary, and merely conferred by the emperor
when he wishes to distinguish a prelate. The reg
ular clergy consists of archi-mandrites, priors, ab
besses, monks, nuns and anchorites, and from its
ranks the bishops are chosen. The secular cler
gy are under the jurisdiction of the bishops, and
consists of archi-priests, or popes, priests and dea
cons. The national church had immense territo
ries a century ago, but it has been deprived of
most of them. In 1740 there were attached to
the church lands nearly one million of serfs, but
they were declared the property of the state in
1762, by l’eter tne Third. Catherine the Second
secularized all the church property, and assigned
a fixed income to all the members of the clergy.
Nothwithstanding these confiscations, however the
church stdl possesses considerable lands, but there
are no serfs attached to them. Though the Gre
co-Russian is the national, it is not the only reli
gion in Russia. The following table will give a
tolerably accurate notionof the prevalent religions,
the number of clergy, and of their disciples:—
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English language, beginning with, “ When gather
ing clouds around 1 view.”
May I take the liberty of saying, that I have
every reason to believe that the late Bishop Ileber
was the author of it.
I have spoken to him myself, and I have heard
otiiers speak to him respecting it, and the comfort
it has imparted to many under severe trials and af
flictions. It has also his accustomed signature in
the Christian Observer, “D. R.,” the last letters in
his Christian and surname; and you may find (to
gether with it) several beautiful hymns of his, with
the same signature, in that publication. You will
find, also, “an improved edition” of it in the ele
venth volume, page 91, signed “E—Y. D. R,”
which, if I mistake not, was sent by one most dear
to him. Mr. Grant will have the goodness to set
me right if I am wrong, but I think I am not.
Your’s &c.,
Thomas Pigott.
St. Helen’s Parsonage, Lancashire, Dec. 27, 1832.

We arc enabled to inform the Rev. Mr. Pigott,
whose letter appeared in our last, that the hymn
commencing “ When gathering clouds,” is un
doubtedly the production of Mr. Robert Grant.
Our informant, a clergyman, whose name, were
we permitted to mention it, would insure perfect
confidence of the accuracy of his statement in the
minds of all our readers, says, “Mr. Pigott is
completely in error. Robert Grant repeated the
hymn to me on the very evening on which he com
posed it. I have the original manuscript, given to
me by him, and I shall doubt your existence when
I question that he was the author of it.” Our
correspondent must admit that the point on which
he mainly rests, viz., the signature, though cer
tainly exhibiting a curious coincidence, cannot be
once mentioned when opposed to such testimony.
Mr. Robert Grant is not the only member of the
present Government who has written sacred poe
try. The following beautiful epitaph on Henry Mar
tyn, was an effort of the present Secretary of the
Board of Control, when a school boy, not, we be
lieve, above fourteen years of age. It must be
a source of deep regret to the Christian friends
Religion.
Followers.
Clergy. of both, that such blossoms of right feeling in
Greek Church, Orthodox....... 44,700,000)
inn000 early life, should not have ripened in mature age,
------------------- Sectarians.......
300,000 }......................
into the unreserved reception, and bold and selfMfthommedans........................... 4,000,000
30,000
denying profession of Gospel truth. The followRoman Catholics and Armenians 3,500,000 .............. 30,000
Protestants (various sects)........ 1,514,100
1,000 ingis Mr. Macaulay’s juvenile effusion. It is high
ly creditable to his talents and feeling.
Pagans.......................................
900,000 .............
Jews.............................................

450,000

..............

Russia is divided into thirty-eight episcopal sees,
and the whole of the national church is under the
superintcndanceof “the Most Holy Directing Sy
nod,” which is a college composed of metropo
litans, archbishops, and bishops, archi-priests, and
archi-mandrites. The sectarians are called Roskolnicks or heretics, and more of them have been
considered dangerous to the state. The most pro
minent are the Pomeraines, who have no priests,
abhor churches, and baptize with fire; the Andrericftchina, who detest the use of money, are in
constant fear of anti-Christ, and baptize a second
time all their Neophites; the Phillippons, who court
martyrdom, and baptize their converts, forbid mar
riage, and encourage suicide; the Doukhoborstes
or Wrestlers of the Soul, who reject images, and
all the Scriptures but the Gospels, their only
prayer is the 'Pater,' and they have neither priests
nor temples; the Bogomiles, or Lovers of God,
who abandon themselves to the grossest sensuality
and abstain from labor in order to be ready to re
ceive the Holy Ghost, which they pretend will
come to enlighten them ? The Malokans, or Feed
ers on Milk, who resemble the quakers; and the
Origcnistes, who teach that emasculation is com
manded by Christ. The national church, in order
to guard against any alteration in the articles of
faith, avoids preaching as much as possible: the
service consists of the mass, singing, and reading
certain passages from the Fathers, and is perform
ed in the Slavonian tongue.
The following correspondence from the London Record, re
lative to the hymn, which is No. 160 of our Prayer Book Se
lection, will be read with interest__ Epis. Rec.
To the Editor of the Record.

Sir:—In the Record, a few weeks back, in allu
ding to Mr. Grant, you make him the author of

one of the most beautiful hymns (as I think) in the

Here Martyn lies! In manhood’s early bloom,
The Christian Hero found a Pagan tomb.
Religion, sorrowing o’er her Favorite Son,
Points to the glorious trophies which he won. .
Immortal trophies! not with slaughter red,
Not stained with tears, by hapless captives shed,
But trophies of the Cross. In that dear name,
Through every scene of danger, death, and shame,
Onward he journied to that happier shore
Where danger, death, and shame, assault no more.

“PONDER THE PATH OF THY FEET.”— Prov.

The following extract from the German of Fichte,
suggests some important practical points, although
it might well bear an infidel interpretation.

“Such is the condition in which we find our
selves placed, that no one can labor for himself,
without, at the same time, laboring for all others,
or labor for others without favoring his own inter
est, the increasing welfare of each being the in
creasing welfare of all. This view cheers and
elevates our spirits while we consider the perfect
harmony that reigns in the midst of endless varie
ty, For each to consider himself a member of
the great connexion that embraces the family of
man, adds much tohis feeling of interest in being.
Our feeling of dignity and strength receives new
life, when we reflect, as each one may: ‘My own
existence is not useless, 1 am a necessary member
of the great chain, which extends from the wak
ing up of the first man upon earth to the full con
sciousness of his existence, to the remotest point
of eternity. All that was ever great and wise
among men, those benefactors of the human race
whose names are signalized in the history of the
world, and the still greater number whose deeds
only remain, have promoted forme: I am come
into their harvest, and upon the earth which they
trod, I follow their footsteps that blessings may
every where spread. I can take up, as soon a3 I will,

the sublime task which they had imp^j^
themselves, the effort always to make ouri-0[nit
race wiser and happier: I can build on whtreti,’
must cease: I can bring nearer its completion^
magnificent temple which they must leave e
islied. Oh, highest of all thoughts, if I UIi(r
take that sublime task which I can never fin.
am still as sure of its completion as of niy 0«
destiny to begin it—what I commence shall nc
cease to go forward, and hence I shall nevertf.
to be. What we are accustomed to call det
cannot break off my work, it will be finished
limit then is fixed to my existence—I am eter I
I have drawn immortality upon myself by tbei
dertaking of my great task, (viz. the task of i I
complishing good for mankind.) Iraisemyl^
boldly before the threatening mountain, there;
ing cataract, the dashing clouds swimming inasej
of fire, and proclaim, I am eternal, I deffioj
power. Rush down upon me, all ye power* v
nature—thou earth, and heaven, mingleyourse/ih
with commotion, ye elements foam andri^-iad
crush in fearful conflict the last particle ot ray
earthly blood—my will with its firm plan shall r«
bold and triumphant over the ruins of the universe
for I have entered upon my destination and t
more fixed than all ye—my designed work is etc
nal, and with it I too am eternal.”’
If the author of this extract intended to say
that man is immortal only in his deeds, the Chris
tian will of course dissent; but if we inteprethi
language in the better sense of which it seems ci
pable, we find here a most thrilling motive to be
neficent action. The writer having considers
this topic in a former essay will not repeat thi
observations there made, but inquire how fare*
we suppose even intelligent Christians accustome,
to view this topic in its proper light as a director
of practice? How many are accustomed to »
quire at the commencement of each new wori
is this an undertaking that 1 could wish to>«
carried on through eternity? While engaged it
this employment, I shall doubtless exercise some
influence upon my fellow-men—will it be such u
I could wish continued forever? In many cwi
these questions may not admit a ready answer,
which, of course, will make the expediency oft
proposed undertaking doubtful. This may pro
perly lead to an examination of revealed truth H
ascertain whether inspiration has thrown any light
upon the doubtful question. If it be found to con
demn the'principle that must influence us in out
proposed undertaking, we may be quite sure that
its final tendency will be such as we can never
wish to promote. For example, an individual hejsitates as to the expediency of traffic in ardeti
spirits. He knows that this traffic does no goct
except to the dealer, but may think it essential:
his own pecuniary advantage, possibly to the mar
tenance of his family. Now the Scriptures alb
no man to prefer his own good to that of his ft
low-men, when either must be sacrificed. Noor
can love his neighbor as himself, and yet seek t»
promote his own interest at his neighbor's o
pense. The case in question is therefore a detr i
one, the doubter may be satisfied that the work
proposed is not such as he would wish the bfgrining of an endless train of effects, for what
himself must be responsible.
Views like those of Fichte suggest the obvit I
reflection, it is a fearful thing to live. In the e
timation of man it is a fearful thing to die, buH i
reality is far less so than to live. In the forme*
case we pay the common debt of nature witl»'-!: J
encountering, in the event itself, any respomiW• I
ty; in the latter we cannot throw off a burden o' I
responsibility sufficient for an angel’s power1
While living, each individual is at every moroer
responsible for the welfare, not only of an immor
tai spirit, not only of those with whom he star.-•
nearly connected, but for the welfare of thewbo< [
system to which he belongs. Evil in any partc (
that system, is evil in the whole, just as a siUt disordered point in the human system is an?
endured by the whole man. V hen comniithe slightest act of sin, no one can say whether n
may not finally ruin thousands or millions of ■ •
fellow-men. The slightest beneficent deed, “
even most private holy action, may confer ac
calculable amount ot good upon unborn myn*5
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How surprising is it that we fear so little the coin- I
mission of sir.—that we desire with so little ear I
nestness to be found in the ways of holiness! Can
we not rouse ourselves from spiritual slumber—
can we not waken to behold things as .they are,
and find strength to live as reason and the word
of God demand? Our carelessness in regard to
the truths of the spiritual world will never erase
those truths, our cherished weakness never excuse
our continued follies.—Episcopal Rec.
SKETCH OF DEAN KIRWAN;
BY THE REV. J. N. MAFF1TT.

and measured when he first arose; but, before he
ended, he justified the assertion of a reviewer,
that he was bold, rapid, pressing, vehement.—N.
Y. Messenger and Adv.
DAVID BRAINERD AND HENRY MARTYN.

The life and diary of David Brainerd, missiona
ry to the American Indians, exhibits a perfect
pattern of the qualities which should distinguish
the instructor of rude and barbarous tribes; the most
invincible patience and self-denial, the profoundest humility, exquisite prudence, and indefatiga
ble industry, and such a devotedness to God, or
rather such an absorption of the whole soul in zeal
for the divine glory, and the salvation of men, as
is scarcely to be paralleled since the age of the
Apostles. Such was the intense ardor of his mind,
that it seems to have diffused the spirit of a mar
tyr over the most common incidents of his life.—
His constitutional melancholy, though it must
be regarded as a physical imperfection, imparts an
additional interest and pathos to the narrative,
since we more easily sympathize with the emo
tions of sorrow than of joy. There is no monot
ony in his feelings, it must be acknowledged, and
consequently a frequent repetition of the same
ideas, which will disgust a fastidious or super
ficial reader; but it is the monotony of sublimity.
The religious public have lately been favored
with a rich accession to the recorded monument’s
of exalted piety, in the life and religious expe
rience of the lamented Henry Martyn. It is de
lightful to behold, in the history of that extraordi
nary man, talents which attracted the admiration
of one of the most celebrated seats of learning,
consecrated to the honor of the cross; an enter
prising genius, in the ardor of youth, relinquishing
the pursuit of science and fame, in order to travel
in the steps of a Brainerd and Schwartz. Crowned
with the highest honors a university could bestow,
we see him quit the luxurious shades of academic
bowers, for a tempestuous ocean and a burning
clime—for a life of peril and fatigue, from which
he could expect no other reward than the heroic
pleasure of comrnunicatingtoperishingmillionsthe
word of eternal life. He appears to have formed
his religious character chiefly on the model of
Brainerd, and as he equalled him in his patience,
fortitude, humility and love, so he strictly resem
bled him in his end. Both nearly at the same age,
fell victims to a series of intolerable privations and
fatigues, voluntarily incurred in the course of their
exertions for the propagation of tho faith of Jesus.
And though their death was not a violent one,
the sacrifices they made, and the sufferings they
endured, entitled them to the honors and rewards
of a protracted martyrdom. Their memory will
be cherished by the veneration of all succeeding
ages; and he who reads their lives wiil be ready
to exclaim, ‘Here is the faith and patience of the
saints.’—Robert Hall.

I cannot omit, even at this distance of time, a
slight sketch of Dean Kirwan. He was educated
in the bosom of the Roman Church, at the College
of English Jesuits, at St. Omar’s, and became a
priest; but, after sustaining the offices of Profes
sor of Natural and Moral Philosophy, in the Uni
versity of Louvaine, and of chaplain to the Nea
politan Ambassador at the court of London, he
spent two years in retirement from the theatre of
public duty, at the end of which he renounced his
allegiance to the Papal Church, and joined the
Church of England. His first sermon, alter the
renunciation, was delivered at St. Peter’s in Dub
lin. An immense crowd thronged the church, ex
pecting to hear a severe phillippic against the doc
trines and practices of the communion he had just
left, but they were disappointed. The soaring
eagle had his eye, undazzled, fixed upon the sun.
He could not stoop to extinguish the tapers that
glimmered around the altars of a corrupted faith.
The great work, for which Providence had rais
ed up this instrumentality or personification ol elo
quence, was that of charity. So immense were
the collections, whenever Kirwan struck the flinty
rock that encircles the kindly waters of compas
sion in the human soul, that he was soon devoted,
exclusively, to the great work of preaching chari
ty sermons—a work in which he lived and died—
and with him died the art of coining gold from
the miser’s heart, and of unlocking rusty, ironbound vaults with a key of tears.
His open, generous, and intellectual features
were exceedingly striking. Whoever looked on
him would say—this is a man. Powerful in his
energies, he shook the gloomy castles of selfish
ness like an earthquake, and poured the sunlight
of mercy through the rent walls into the damp,
cheerless chambers of avarice—and taught the
possessor of gold, which had been shut from the
light of day in ancestral chests for centuries, that
it could only bless mankind in its distribution, and
its owners in its flow, melted down in the alembic
of mercy. When Kirwan preached, lines of sol
diers guarded the doors to prevent the concourse,
which rolled up like the unbounded waves of the
sea, from treading the churches into ruin. Thou
sands, moved by a common impulse, wept in ecstacy, in the very luxury ol sorrow, while they
emptied their purses, flung their watches, rings,
From the Sunday School Journal.
and jewels into the treasury of an expansive char
ity, while Kirwan, like an angel of light control
FORMS OF WORSHIP.
ling the waves of human passion, stood on the
We have thought it might be interesting to our
verge of their stormy commotion, clothed in rain readers, especially to those who do not live in
bows, and sprinkled over with the gems of the cities, where so great a variety of religious denom
soul. Noblemen and ladies, of the highest rank, inations are known, to have a short account of the
attended by the officers of the church, would seize manner in which the public services are conducted
the charity boxes, and with streaming eyes, would in each. We believe the following statements to
bear them about to the weeping multitude, and be correct, although there may be some slight va
return them to the altar overflowing with gold, riation of the forms in different places.
and silver, and jewels.
Evangelical Lutheran.—The morning service
The celebrated Grattan said of Kirwan, in the commences with the singing of a hymn, which, in
Imperial Parliament, long before his race of char most Churches, is led by a choir, accompanied by
ity had ended at the goal of death, ‘ that he had an organ. The pastor, dressed in a black gown,
wrung from his own breast, as it were, sixty thou at a desk below the pulpit, reads from the Luther
sand pounds, by preaching for public charities, an Liturgy a prayer, consisting principally of the
and had stopped the mouth of hunger with its own confession of sins. He then reads from the New
bread.’
Testament, and offers a prayer, which may be one
I have a confirmed belief, from a perusal of of several in the Liturgy, adapted to the purpose.
Dean Kirwan’s sermons since his death, that no A hymn is sung, and the minister goes into the
pen has ever perpetuated those triumphant bursts pulpit and preaches, concluding with a prayer.
of eloquence which, as they never were written Money is then usually collected, a hymn sung,
before their delivery are still unwritten. It is to and the services closed with a benediction from
be lamented that some of these heart-moving pas the epistles or the blessing of the priests. (Num
sages have not been sketched, that the philoso bers vi. 24—26.)
pher of mind might leisurely study the elements
The afternoon service consists of a hymn, a
of such a mighty control over the secret springs prayer followed ky a hymn, a sermon, prayer,
of a pitying sympathy. His manner was calm, hymn, and benediction.
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Moravians, or United Brethren.—The Sabbath
exercises consist principally of a Litany, in which
short petitions are offered by the minister, with
occasional responses from the congregation. They
also use a book containing twelve hundred hymns.
We make some extracts from the Litany to show
its plan.
Minister.—From coldness to thy merits and death,
From error and misunderstanding,
From the loss of our glory in thee,
From the unhappy desire of becoming great.
From self-complacency,
From untimely projects,
From needless perplexity,
From the murdering spirit and devices of Satan,
From the influence.of the spirit of this world,
From hypocrisy and fanaticism,
From the deceitfulness of sin,
From all sin ;
People.—Preserve us, gracious Lord and God!
Congregation.—We humbly pray with one ac
cord,
Remember us, most gracious Lord !
Think on thy suft’rings, wounds, and cross,
And how by death thou savedst us:
For this is all our hope and plea,
In time and in eternity.
Min.—Rule and lead thy holy Christian Church;
Increase the knowledge of the mystery of Christ,
and diminish misapprehensions;
Make the word of the cross universal among
those who are called by thy name;
Unite all the children of God in one spirit;
Abide their only Shepherd, High-rriest and
Saviour;
Send faithful laborers into thy harvest;
Give spirit and power to preach thy word;
Preserve unto us the word of reconciliation till
the end of days;
And through the Holy Ghost daily glorify the
merits of thy life, sufferings, and death;
Prevent, or destroy, all designs and schemes of
Satan, and defend us against his accusation;
For the sake of that peace which we have with
thee, may we, as much as lietli in us, live peacea
bly with all men;
Grant us to bless them that curse us, and to do
good to them that hate us;
Have mercy upon our slanderers and persecu
tors, and lay not this sin to their charge;
Hinder all schisms and offences;
Put far from thy people all deceivers and sedu
cers ;
Bring back those who have erred, or have been
seduced;
Grant love and unity to all our congregations ;
Con.—Hear us, gracious Lord and God!
Min.—Thou Light and Desire ol all nations!
Watch over thy messengers both by land and sea;
Prosper the endeavors of all thy servants to
spread thy Gospel among heathen nations;
Accompany the word of their testimony con
cerning thy atonement, with demonstrating of the
Spirit and power:
Bless our and all other Christian congregation*
gathered from the Negroes, Greenlanders, Indians,
Hottentots, Esquimaux, and other heathen;
Keep them as the apple of thine eye;
Have mercy on thy ancient covenant people;
And bring all nations to the saving knowledge
of thee;
Con.—Here us, gracious Lord and God!
CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME.

“ Bishop,” says an agent of foreign missions,
“cannot your diocese aid our mission to--------- ?”
“We should be glad to do so,” perhaps the Bishop
replies, “but the diocese requires all its means for
its own support. Our country churches are con
tinually begging for assistance, and all we can
spare must be given to them. Charity begins at
home, sir.”
“Cannot your parish aid our diocesan fund?”
says the Bishop to one of his clergy. “ We should
be glad to do it,” replies the clergyman, “but
the parish requires all its means for its own sup
port. Many of our families are very poor, and
all we can spare is bestowed on them. Charity
begins at home, Bishop.”

“Cannot your family aid our parish Benevolent
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Society?” says a Pastor to a parishioner. “1
should be glad to do it,” replies the parishioner,
“but my family require all their means tor their
own support. Two of my children have been un
fortunate in the world, and all we can spare is de
voted to them. Charity begins at home, sir. ’
“Cannot you aid your brother?” says a father
to a son, “I should be glad to do it, but I require
all my means for my own support. My house
wants repairs, and all I can spare must be appro
priated to them. Charity begins at home, Father.”
Thus every call of liberality might be postpon
ed until the last want, even of luxury, was satisfi
ed. And is this charity? My parish; my family;
my house; myself This the expansive genius
of Christian benevolence? No, it is mere selfish
ness in disguise. Charity does begin at home, but
she does not forever stay at home. No, she tra
verses the earth, and though not unmindful of the
claims of brotherhood and kindred, from her horn
of plenty she dispenses blessings wherever there
is a hand stretched forth to receive them.—Flush
ing Journal.
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GAMBIER, FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 1333.
Self-supporting Mission School.—A writer in the Au
burn Gospel Messenger proposes to make the School at Green
Bay a self-supporting establishment by introducing the culture
of silk.—The plan strikes us as a good one, and if, as the wri
ter thinks, the mulberry will flourish in so high a latitude as
that of Green Bay, we see no reason why it may not be car
ried into effect, and thus the benefits of religious instruction
be conferred on a much larger number, without any increase
of expense to the Church. We think the project worthy at
least of the consideration of those more immediately concerned.

Gospel Messenger__ The editor of this paper, Dr. Rudd,
ns we learn from the last number, has relinquished the charge
of St. Peter’s Church, Auburn, in consequence of declining
health, and the difficulty of discharging parochial duty, while
burdened with the cares and labors of the Press__ We know
partly from experience how difficult is the discharge of edito
rial labors with time and thoughts occupied by other, and more
perplexing duties.
Letter from the Rf.v. Legh Richmond to his Parish
have been favored with a copy in manuscript of
the following letter of Mr. Richmond, which we believe has
never been published in this country. Apart from its intrin
sic value, merely as the production of this eminent minister, and
the expression of his devotedness to his pastoral duties at a time
of deep personal anxiety and domestic affliction, it will be read
with much interest.
Rothsev, Isle of Bute, (Scot.) Aug. 14, 1821.
My Dear Christian Friends,—My prayer for you all is that
during this season of absence from you peace, grace and mercy
may be multiplied unto you from God our Father, and the
Lord Jesus Ciirist. Engaged as 1 have been, and still am, in
constant attention by sea and by land, to my dear child and all
his concerns both temporal and spiritual, yet I do not cease to
think of and pray for you—I bear your interests upon my
heart, and although separated by so great a distance I often look
upon you in my mind’s eye as either assembled in the public
congregation, or in more private companies meeting for reli
gious purposes, or in your respective dwellings at home; but
wherever I imagine you to be my pastoral affections for you
are warm and powerful. It gives me true satisfaction to hear
and to know that by the blessing of God you have the privi
lege and benefit arising from the labors of my much esteemed
young friend, and brother minister, among you. May all his
ministrations be blessed, both to bis own soul and yours; mav
you prove a strengthening and an encouragement to him ; and
may he be enabled to speak and act amongst you in the spirit
of sincerity and truth. There are mutual duties subsisting
between a minister and people, and the prosperity of each ma
terially depends oil the feelings and conduct of the other. The
shepherd and the sheep will both have to render an account at
the last day, of their affection and behaviour to each other,
both privately and publicly. May my dear people ever keep
this in their close recollection, and may they very particularly j
in this respect adorn their Christian profession, and thereby
they shall obtain peace and comfort to their own souls. Pray
much for your absent minister, and pray much for him also
who is present amongst you, they are both appointed of God
to think and act for your spiritual benefit. You well know
how much my comfort and peace of mind depend on this, and j
how much need has a young minister of the Gospel of all t
the best feelings and best conduct of liis flock, to assist, strength- ;
en, and encourage him in his arduous and difficult labors. '
Forsake not the assembling of yourselves together for private '
edification, particularly on the Sabbath evenings. Be verytender and considerate towards all the young beginners, and
may you thus encourage many others to add themselves to the I
p umber of those that shall be everlastingly saved: much of the

welfare of the newly convinced depends upon the example,
behaviour, and encouragement they meet with from those that
are older in the Christian profession. Through faults and er
rors in this particular, many have been discouraged and stum
bled. Ba very attentive to the recovery of backsliders, noth
ing can be more contrary to true Christian principles than
when a brother falls into declension, or sin, to leave him un
warned, or unadvised. Many have been suffered to sink into
carelessness, and hopelessness, through want of friends to watch
over them, and speak the kind words of admonition and affec
tionate regard in due time. Consider yourselves as a people
separated to glorify God by your consistent profession,—by
your love to Christ and immortal souls,— by your meekness of
temper—your weanedness from the world, and your devoted
ness of life. All eyes are upon you, and so they ought to be.
All ears are open to receive ill tidings concerning you,—and
it is useful. You are thus to he kept preserved in the Lord’s 1
ways. Often perhaps more will be reported of you than is (
true, but this was always the lot of the Lord’s people; it is i
their trial of patience and the forgiveness of injuries; and we I
should ever remember that if some things are laid tu our I
charge which are false, how many things really exist, which
must condemn us in the sight of God, and which none know
of but God and our consciences. This may reconcile us to
false accusations from any quarter. In all your dealings, one
with another, cherish a spirit of love and kindness. Never
say that of another when absent which you would be ashamed
to utter face to face. Never encourage tale bearing and idle
unkind surmisings. Be considerate and charitable in all your
proceedings. Exeteise faith in Christ for the acquiring even
valuable and scriptural dispositions, and whenever ye fail, hum
ble yourselves under the mighty hand of God. Both towards
Ministers and Christians seek rather to act as Christians than
Critics. Adorn the gospel in all things.
Beware of the company of the careless and worldly. Come
out from amongst them, and be ye separate; so shall ye he the
sons and daughters of the Lord Almighty.—When the Provi
dence which has for a time taken me from amongst you, and
so deeply tried my feelings and affections, shall again restore
me to you, may we meet in the fulness of the Spirit, loving
and loved of one another; and all benefitted by the leadings
and teachings of the Holy One. May we he comforters to
each other in the best sense. My own heart has undergone
much deej) depression, but 1 can bless God for mercies. The
trials of ministers are designed for the good of their people, as
well as themselves: and it is happy when the results prove it
so. I am daily and hourly watching over the state of tny
child’s health; God is watching over us both. I know not as
yet wliat may be his will concerning us; it rests in doubt and
uncertainty. I have both hopes and fears. My desire is to la
bor for his bodily and spiritual good, and wait the Lord’s plea
sure, we often take sweet counsel together, and talk of the
things that belong to our peace—I now commend you to him
who alone is able to keep you. Walk circumspectly; keep
your eyes fixed on the end of your earthly course. Faithful
js he who hath promised, who also will do it. May you be
happy in your earthly Homes, and then may you find eternal
peace in your Heavenly, so prays your affectionate Pastor,
Legh Richmond.

ioners—We

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
The Christian Library.—Messrs. Key & Biddle—a new
and enterprising house in Philadelphia, whose selections are
as good.as the manner in which their publications are gotten
up is elegant.—propose to publish a work, in semi-monthly
numbers, under this title, which commends itself strongly to
the religious public for its cheapness and facility of transmis
sion. We need not say any thing in illustration of the plan,
in addition to the prospectus, which is inserted in another co
lumn. If the selections of the Books to be reprinted is ju
diciously made, the enterprize cannot but be successful. They
also propose, it will be seen, to republish the London Christian
Observer, one of the oldest and ablest of the English periodi
cals, at a price, which places it within the means of almost
every one. The English copy costs $6 per annum—when re
published heretofore, the price was $4. Messrs. K. & B.
will furnish it for $1 25 Cts.—Political Arena.
A

VILLAGE OF BuDHISTS IN JAVA CONVINCED OF THE FOLLY

following
notice of the effects of Christian tracts in the Javanese lan
guage, is from the Chinese Repository for September. It will
be read with much interest by the friends of tract societies and
roreign missions.—N. Y. Obs.
OF IDOLATRY BY MEANS OF CHRISTIAN TRACTS.’---- The

Recent accounts confirm the opinion, that Java is one of the
most healthy and beautiful islands in the world, and that Ba
tavia is by no means so unhealthy a place as many have sup
posed, while the seats of the residents, just without the town,
are comparable, if not superior, to any within the tropics.
While we notice these things with unfeigned pleasure, we
are pained to know, that in one instance, at least, the spirit of
improvement has been repressed, and that, too, by those who
should have been the first to foster and sustain it. We allude
to the fact, that the whole population of a small village, wish
ing to become Christians, and to be instructed in the truths of
the Gospel, requested the resident at Sourabaya, to send them
a teacher, with Bibles, but that he refused, declaring that he
would not allow them to become Christians, as they were quite
happy enough without Christianity; and further that Chris
tian tracts, in the Javanese language, have been confiscated,
and the funds of the Dutch Bible Society, occasionally, applied
to purposes merely literary.
If this account is correct, and we do not doubt it, it affords
a striking illustration of the force of truth, and the mercy of
God on the one hand, and of human wickedness and cruelty
on the other. The villagers, once the worshippers of Budha
have been convinced of the folly of idolatry and brought to

the determination of renouncing it, by the mercy of q,
through the instrumentality of tracts. But when flier
after instruction, it was withheld from them; andwL./
were striving to enter into the way of life, they wertj. ed—hindered by a disciple of him, who would haved "
come to the knowledge of the truth, and be saved. \
may we appropriate to this ease, the words of our Ssv “ Woe unto you, lawyers; for ye have taken away the L,
knowledge; ye entered not in yourselves, and them that
entering in ye hindered.”
Gutzlafi ’s Second Voyage—Free Intercoursc «»
China—On the 26th of February of last year, Mr. Gua'<
embarked at Macao on board the Lord Amherst, Capt.
an English country ship, chartered for the occasion, by •"
Hon. East India Company, and proceeded along the cw,China on his second voyage, which proved even raoreetestf
and interesting than the first. He was absent six months,»
during this period, besides the coast of China, lie visited s*
parts of Formosa, Corea, the Penghou and the Lewchew,,
lands. A very full account of this voyage was in a countpreparation for the press at Canton in September last, and h,
be expected at an early day, Meanwhile we give from .
Chinese Repository the following brief notice of tlierovvt
together with an interesting communication addressed to i.-.
editor on the subject of “ Free intercourse with China,"—mb.
ject of overwhelming importance both to the mercantile mJ
Christian community. It will be noted with deep intense
high satisfaction, that the barrier to an extensive commtr.-X
and religious intercourse with the Chinese, hitherto supposti
insuperable, is in a fair way of being removed—that the pto.
pie every where along the coast and great rivers, and even it.
local authorities are in favor of free trade—that there is wist
reason to hope that the imperial government may gratify tb
people in their wishes, and that, even if this is refused, intercourse may still be maintained to a very considerable extent,
there being no force stationed on the const competent to exe
cute the edicts of non intercourse.—AC Y. Obsener.

The voyage was commenced on the 26th of Feb. list, whet
Mr. Gutzlaff embarked on board the Lord Amherst, Capt
Rees, an English Country ship, chartered for the occcs-i.i
by the Hon. East India Company* and under the direction
II. II. Lindsay, Esq. of the company's establishment in Ct
na. After a most eventful Voyage, the Lord Amherst retun
ed on the 4th qt September to Macao.
During the early part of the voyage, the Amherst was detai*
ed on the southern coast, for a long period, by very unfavorali
winds; which afforded abundant opportunity of entering th
Eastern ports of Canton province. In April, we believe, For
mosa was visited, but only the western side of it, which haready pretty well known. After a snort stay at Formosa, aid
among the island of the Penghou or Pescadorc archipchg ,
between that island and the main-land, the voyagers rcfuriicd
to the coast, and visited, in succession, Amoy,— Fuh-chow-b the capital of Puhkeen—Ningpo in Chekcang,—thtCkwau
and neighboring islands, opposite to Ningpo—Shanghai' in
Keangsoo, south of the Yangtsxe-keaog,— 7 sunngining. >:
the mouth of the river,—and part of Shantung. Alonjtb?
whole of this coast, they were received by the people asfrir
and “were flattered and feared” by the inferior local office'
Such proceedings, however, were not to he tolerated by the
higher authorities. Several severe edicts were-sent from Peting; and they were ordered to be driven from the coast; but
this was a circumstance to be expected, and should excite not
the slightest alarm. Notwithstanding the strict interdicts,
some sales were effected; hut not, we believe, to any conside•able amount.
From the Santung promontory, the Zord-idmAerstsailedacros
o Corea, bidding farewell to the Chinese coast; and after i
ew days’ stay at Corea, she proceeded to the chief island
i.cwchew group. From thence she sailed, near the end
ast month, for Macao. At Corea and Lewchew, the for
he Chinese government was greater, we understand thane
/hereon the Chinese coast; and probably not without go*
eason.
. .
Mr. Gutzlaff being supplied with a variety of ( hrielooks, such as tracts, and portions of the Scriptures, foil
lortunity to distribute them wherever the vessel touchedhis way he was enabled to furnish the people with sped,
or their mental and spiritual, as well as for their bodily dis* ‘
t is pleasing to know, that both the medicines and
ealt out by Mr. G. were accepted joyfully, and that
laces, the latter were eagerly sought after, and muA -'
rhus by this voyage, occupying little more than six
he xvord of eternal life has been circulated in several«
irovinces and islands of China, in Corea, and among t e
labitants of Lewchew Islands; and “it shall not rrtu
oid,” but “shall prosper,” accomplishing the will of thev
And now, shall this enterprise be abandoned?
hips of Europe and America not be permitted to sail '
a the inner seas” of China? And when fair breeze
lornfc them, richly laden, into the ports of the “celestiw ;
are,” shall the peaceful inhabitants, who, wishing tor ®
erchangeof commodities, eagerly throng their dec's
n away by “barbarian cruelty?” We heartily wish ■
ubject of “free intercourse with China, might be pu
roper light, and urged by arguments worthy o t
Ve ask again, shall this enterprise be abandonedI
rhile we wait__looking with anxiety to see wliat
ires are to be adopted. We would request our re
,.
a particular, who are still disposed to doubt the u '1
n enterprise—to read attentively the following c
To the Editor of the Chinese Repository.
-There appears to be a very great variety of
igard to what has been achieved by the Zo«f
recent voyage along the coast to the I engho
«
and the chief islands of the Lcwche

GAMBIER OBSERVER.
and it i« with pleasure I indulge the hope—that the result will j been impossible, so inflammable was its structure, as well as its
be highly gratifying, to the merchant as well as to the phi- | contents.
No one can look at the smoking ruins, without a sensation
lanthropist, by the future opening of a trade to the north of i
China, which it is not improbable this voyage may give rise to. of astonishment at the fatuity and utter improvidence with
It has now been clearly proved, that by the people we will which books and papers of such vast consequence have been so
The
be received with open arms; and that the local authorities, long trusted to any other than a fire—proof buildup'.
prompted by self-interest, will be glad to encourage our com few scattering vaulted rooms in the building entirely escaped
ing; if only the higher authorities, of the provincial and ge the flames; and had the whole building been similarly con
neral government, can be induced to permit, or at least, to wink structed, the fire could not have occurred ; or it) through ex
at it. The common Chinese of the northern parts are by no treme carelessness, it had occurred, would have been confined
means so misanthropic, nor are foreigners there so much abused to the room in which it originated.
Where was the watchman of the building? is a natural ques
and ill-treated, as is here the case. Neither does there exist
any force along the coast, to put in execution the threatening tion. He was, we hear, sick at home; and the youth who
edicts which are so often fulminated by the government.— substituted him was so sound asleep that he was perhaps only
Though the Chinese are, and have always been, invincible, in saved from being burnt alive by those who broke open the
a paper or diplomatic warfare with Europeans; and though doors and roused him. Had he been ever so wide awake,
the officers of the government, in their manifestoes, wholly however, unless he had happened to inspect the particular
deprecate the friendship of strangers; yet the matter is seen in room where the fire begun, the alarm from outside might have
a for different light, when you come into close contact with been his first notice.
We were glad to observe that creditabie exertions were made
them, as did the inmates of the Lord Amherst. Then, not the
people only, but the local officers also, showed themselves as by the proper officers yesterday to c.ollect and secure the scat
tered
books and papers; so that by two o’clock in the day they
fully sensible of the advantages of opening a trade, as we ouraelves are. The latter could not have expressed their opinion were safely housed.—National Intelligencer.
on the subject more strongly, than when they repeatedly re
The new University of Alabama, we are glad to perceive by
quested, that persons should be sent, with proper authority, to
arrange the matter with their sovereign: and in this case, they the papers of the State, is going on very prosperously, the
engaged to lend their assistance, by expatiating, to their supe number of Students having increased considerably since the
publication of the catalogue of the present year, a copy of
riors, on the advantage that will accrue from trade.
The short treatise on the English character, of which a which we lately received. The Rev. Dr. Alva Woods is
translation appeared last July, in the Canton Register, has, I President of the Institution and Professor of Moral Philoso
doubt’not, opened the eyes of the people in regard to foreign phy, and amongst the Faculty, we observe, as Professor of
ers, and very greatly vindicated the nature of their dispositions Modern Languages, the name of Mr. S. F. Bonfils, so ad
towards the Chinese. But since even foreigners consider the vantageously known in this city as a Preceptor and an estima
Chinese misanthropic system of exclusion as justifiable, and ble gentleman. The catalogue gives the names of 93 under
regard as an aggression every attempt made to break down the graduates, viz. 8 Seniors, 27 Juniors, 33 Sophomores, and 23
wall of separation, it is with peculiar pleasure, that I call on Freshmen.
you to record the public feelings of friendship, evinced towards
foreigners, in all the maritime provinces of the country; a fact
Blacking Boots by Steam!—Holt's Hotel!—This splendid es
which at once annuls the validity of an argument, founded on tablishment, in New York, has been opened scarcely a month,
the unfriendly and repulsive dispositions of the Chinese to and the proprietor now dines over two hundred gentlemen at
wards strangers. But, independently of this, what right, I his ordinary, and at least two thousand in the various rooms,
would ask, have men, who derive their being from the same daily. To supply his table, he purchases besides large quan
great parent, who live under the same canopy of heaven, and tities of cut beef a fat bullock every morning, with other meats,
who arc advancing to the same state of future existence, to de poultry, fish, &c..in proportion. He roasts 700 lbs. of pro
ny to their fellow-men the privileges of mutual intercourse?
vision at a time, the spit being turned by a steam engine.
The details of the voyage, and of the circumstances that This engine also propels the machinery for blacking hoots
occurred wherever the vessel touched—which are soon to ap The brushes are in the form of a cylinder, being three in num
pear in print—will, it is hoped, exempt the Chinese, in the ber; the first takes o!F the dirt, the second puts on the black
view of every reasonable man, from the charge of misanthro ing, and the third gives them the polish; and it can all he done
py, hitherto urged against them; and will give a new and bet in a third of a minute, without taking the boots from your
ter view of the real state of a country, the harriers to which feet. Our Correspondent Billy, says, “I’ve tried this ma
have long been considered impregnable.
chine, and find it answers the purpose to a T.”
Yours,
Philo-sinknsis.
His engine is applied to a still more useful purpose than
either of the above; he has a hatchway cut in each story,
through which he is enabled to raise what is termed a dumb
GENEIIAL summary.
waiter, which is capable of containing a large quantity of bag
A Serious Disaster__ We are sorry to have to announce gage; and if it is desired by any of his hoarders, who may
that the Public Building East of the President’s Square, oc chance to occupy any one of his seventh story rooms, he has
cupied us the Treasury Department, was consumed by Fire not the trouble of ascending to so great a height in the usual
yesterday morning, between two o’clock and sunrise. The way, hut steps into this perpendicular railway, and is safely
tire was first discovered in the room adjoining that of the landed midway between Heaven and Earth.
Chief Clerk of the Department, usually known among the
Clerks and other officers by the name of Mr. F. Laub’s Room
Institution for the Insane.—Facts like the following, prove
lti« not known whether the Fire originated in the floor or the better than many arguments, the value of these institutions,
ceiling of the room, the whole being in a blaze before any when weil sustained. In York, Eng. 49 patients, admitted
one approached it; but no doubt appears to he entertained within three months after the first attack, all recovered. In
that tlie Fire was accidental. The whole room was on fire the Connecticut Retreat, 22 out of 24 cases were recovered,
before the alarm was given; and until the alarm was given, even in old cases, recovery is frequent; in the place last men
even the watch walking the pavement in front of the Branch tioned, 20 out of 100 of this description were recovered influ
Bank (near the spot) perceived nothing of the fire, (the build enced by facts like these, and the deplorable condition of the
ing of the Statu Department interposing.) Every exertion insane in this state, the governor of New Hampshire has re
was made, as the people gathered to the spot, finding that it commended the erection of an institution for the insane. The
would be in vain to attempt saving the building, to rescue the committee of the legislature have reported in favor, and esti
books and papers of the several offices. A great deal was mate the cost of a proper building at $20,000. The state now
saved, by the Clerks and other citizens, considering the cir pays $15,000 for the support of the insane, who ate princi
cumstances. It is hoped, indeed, that few books or papers of pally paupers.—Albany Jour, and Tel.
much consequence are destroyed.
A//(lie hooks and papers on the ground floor are believed to
We regret to perceive that the Hon. Thomas Newton, of
have been saved (in great disorder of course) and all those in Norfolk, who has been so long a Representative in Congress
the third story were destroyed. Of the hooks and papers in as to have acquired the title of Futher of the House, has ad
the apartments of the second story, much the greater part were dressed a valedictory to his constituents, declaring his inten
Mved.
tion to retire to private life.—Nat. Int.
The offices on the first floor, the books of which arc saved,
The town of Salisbury, in Essex county, has followed the
were those of the Register of the Treasury, the Treasurer, example of Danvers and Andover, and insttucted their Se
and the First Auditor. On the second floor, nearly all the lectmen to withold all licences for the sale of ardent spirits.
books of the First Comptroller, whose office occupied the
Williamsburgh, in Berkshire county, has done the same.
greater number of the rooms, were saved, and a part of those
Hon. Joshua Fisher, who died at Beverly last week, has
belonging to the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, in bequeathed $20,000 to Harvard University, as a foundaton of
whose immediate apartments the fire was first discovered.
a Professorship of Natural History; also about $7000 to Rev.
Of the offices connected with the Treasury Department, \ Mr. Thayer’s Congregational Society.
several of the most extensive, are kept in other buildings than
The alms-house, situated some miles from Baltimore has
that destroyed, and are of course entirely safe, viz. those of been the scene of an awful warning to drunkards. Of about
the Second Comptroller, Second, Third. Fourth, and Fifth
300 inmates, (the number on the 15th July,) 475 were intem
Auditors and the Solicitor of the Treasury.
perate persons: this accounts for the extreme mortality of the
The papers destroyed were many of them obsolete, and almost
cholera there, which numbered 125 victims, one-fourth of the
all of a date prior to 1820. The most important papers de
whole.
stroyed were perhaps the correspondence of the Head of the
It is stated in a Philadelphia paper, that Washington Ir
Trfvsury Department, which was kept in the room wherein
ving is preparing a new Sketch Book, the result of his per
the fire originated.
When the Fire was first discovered, it was the dead hour of sonal observation of scenes and characters in the West. There
the night, and the whole population of the city was so deep is no writer living better qualified to do justice to the peculi
buried in sleep, that a comparatively small number arrived ear arities of the West than “GeofFry Crayon, Gent.” The ap
ly on the ground. Very soon after the first cry of Fire was pearance of such a work, from him, would be hailed with de
scarcely uttered, at half past two o’clock, the keeper of the light by the literary world, both at home and abroad.
Orphan Asylum bell caught and repeated the alarm; whence
The hill for the suppression of lotteries in New York, has
it happened that the persons first at the fire, next to the imme passed the House of Representatives by a nearly unanimous
diate neighbors, were roused by that bell, and had half a mile vote. It has undergone some modifications in the progress
to run before they arrived at it. To save the building, how through the House, but its provisions arc of an energetic and
ever, when once on fire, would, under any circumstances, have decisive character.
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foreign.
By arrivals at this port, London papers have been received
to the 24th of February__ New- York Observer.
'The most important news is the hill before the British Par
liament, establishing martial law in Ireland, and conferring
upon the government all the powers necessary for preserving
order in that distracted country.
Lord Grey’s “enforcing hill excited considerable emotion,
not only in Ireland but in England. The political unions
were getting up meetings all [over the country to petition th*
legislature against its adoption.
Mr. O’Connell’s measures for dissolving the Union between
Great Britain and Ireland, are sustained in the British par
liament by only forty votes against nearly three hundred on
the other side. A motion to refuse extraordinary powers to
the King was sustained by only 60 votes.
Measures of reform in the Church of England were also in
preparation. The Bishop of London had frequent confer
ences with ministers on the subject. Lord Althorp had de
clared that it was not the intention of the Cabinet to diminish
the number of Bishops who sat in the House of Lords.
Nothing further Jias transpired respecting the West-India
Question.
The latest accounts from Constantinople state, that an ar
mistice had been concluded between the Porte and Ibrahim
Pacha without the intervention of the great powers. They
contradict the rumor of the departure of the French Charge
d’Affaires for the Egyptian camp.
The late Dr. Adam Clarko-’s library is advertised for sale.
“It is very remarkable,” says a London paper, “that this ce
lebrated Wesleyan preacher, who states in his recent Auto
Biography that he left his father’s house with only three half
pence, should have collected a library surpassing that of any
of our Bishops. It is rich in every part of Theology, and
abounds in curious articles of Northern and Eastern Litera
ture.”
Mrs. Hannah More, it is said, is likely to recover from her
severe indisposition.

From tub Sandwich Islands.—We have been furnished
with the following extracts from letters recently received from
these Islands via Manilla:—
George Marina and fifteen Sandwich Islanders, were mas
sacred, at Wallis’s Island last year—they had gained a little
brief authority there, and began to oppress the natives, who
rose upon them and put them all to death.
Kaahutnauu, the Queen Regent of the Sandwich Island:,,
died at Mano, (Island of Oahu) on the 5th of June last. Slitdied as she had lived (of late years) a Christian. Kinau suc
ceeds Kaahumanu as regent, and all tilings went on quietly
and well down to October last.
The English cutter William Little, of Liverpool, which w-as
cruising on the coast of California, with a crew consisting of
Captain Carter, and six Sandwich Islanders, who rose upon
the Captain and threw him overboard. They then steered
away before the wind, not knowing where they were going,
when they fell in with Fanning’s Island—one of them knew
the Island, and they concluded to land—took all the money
on board and a few articles of moveables, into the small boat,
drove a hole through the cutter’s bottom with a crow bar, and
then landed. From Fanning’s Island they got to Oahu, where
one of the number turned King’s evidence. The two princi
pals, Bowling and Kahiniau were taken up by the Island au
thorities, and on examination they confessed the fact and par
ticulars. They were tried before Kuakini, (John Adams)
Governor ®f Oahu, and Bowling and Kahiniau were con
demned, and were to he hung on the 12th of June. This is
the first case of piracy and murder ever known to have been
committed by Sandwich Islandcis.—Bost. Cen.
From China.—By another arrival nt Philadelphia from the
Celestial Empire, intelligence had been received to the 10tii
of November.
A tremendous Hurricane swept over a considerable portion
of the country in the region of Canton, on the 3d of August.
By the upsetting of a passage boat, only eighteen escaped out
of more than one hundred persons. In Canton and its sub
urbs more thon a thousand houses and sheds were demolish
ed—twenty temples were thrown down—and more than four
hundred persons crushed beneath them. Nearly as great de
struction took place at Kc-ang-shan. At Macao ten houses,
seven or eight temples, eight passsage boats, and between fifty
and a hundred small boats, and one hundred and thirty people
destroyed. The destruction in the villages, on the rivers and
along the coast was also immense. Many bodies were washed
up at Macao and among the islands. Many junks were wreck
ed, sunk, and cast ashore, and the loss of human life terrific.

Severe Earthquake.—The schooner Cygnet, from St. Kitt’s
informs that an Earthquake occurred at that place on the eve
ning of the 8th of February, between which time and the
15th, about fifty violent shocks had taken place. During its
progress, a great number of walls and stone buildings were de
molished, and deep excavations were left in various parts of the
town. The grave yards were torn up, and a field of cane,
consisting of several acres, was sunk to the depth of five feet.
The inhabitants in their consternation, took refuge on board
the shipping, all of which escaped uninjured. No lives were
lost, the dwellings having been vacated upon the occurrence
of the first shock, which was too slight to occasion injury.*—
Newbern Sentinel.
Letters from the south of France are filled with details of
the damage sustained by the overflowing of all the rivers and
streams in the southern departments.
It is slated that one fifth of the slave population of the is
land ot St. Helena has been already emancipated, and that in
the course of four or five years a slave will not he found on
that Island.
General Tarleton, the active partisan British officer during
the revolutionary war, died recently near Liverpool.
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POETRY. ________ _
From the New-York Courier.

TO PHILIP S. PHYSICK, M. D.
Hope of the wretched! to thy healing art,
In tears of thanks and praise a stranger bends,
And with the transports of a grateful heart,
Hails thee his kindest, dearest, first of friends.
All that he feels, thou know’st not—nor can know;
Yet ’mid thy thousands rescued from the grave,
Bethink thee of one victim—sinking slow—
The best and loveliest, heaven and thou could’st save.

ller’s was a deep, strange malady, that wore
Body and soul, and hope and life away,
As if the heart, consuming at its core,
Perished in sad inscrutable decay.

Thou did’st restore her—God and thou alone;
And one who watched her couch in mute despair,
And held her life much dearer than his own,
Pours out to heaven for thee his fervent prayer.
Him thou forget’st—hut must remember her—
The calm—the pure—the beautiful—the mild—
Aye! even now, her name thy pulse could stir;
For thou did’st love, and soothe, and call her ‘'child.”
They say thou’rt cold—unlike to other men;
A snow crown’d peak of science towering high
Above the heart’s warm, soft, sequester'd glen,
And flashing sunset glories in the sky.

Who say thus, know thee not—nor can discern
Beneath thy sage professional disguise,
How deep the feelings he, whom they call stern,
Hides from dull heads, hard hearts, or careless eyes.

Blessings he on thee! such as thou mad’st mine;
1 cannot wish thee more!—No! not even rest;
’Tis in thy works that thou art most divine,
Which blessing others, makes thee more than blest!

MISCELLANY.
Anecdote of Lorenzo Dow.—The following anecdote of
this eccentric character has been sent us in manuscript by a
correspondent, who thinks it has never been published. We
think we have some recollection of seeing it in print several
years ago. At any rate it is worth republishing:—Protestant.
“Some years since Lorenzo preached in Charleston, South
Carolina, and in the course of one of his sermons, attacked
with some severity the character of a citizen who had latelydied, and whose death he alleged was in consequence of his vi
ces. For this he was at the instance of the relatives of the
deceased, prosecuted and found guilty by a jury. The court
sentenced him to pay a small fine, and endure a short impris
onment. The Governor of the State, however, pardoned him
and paid the line himself.
The next Sunday Lorenzo preached to a crowded audience,
commencing as follows:—
• “There was, we learn from the New Testament, a certain
rich man, who lived, I think, in Jerusalem, and his name was
Dives. He was clad in robes of purple linen, and fared sump
tuously every day. That is, he lived /it.7/1, or what may he
called dissipated. Now there was also, I think, in •Jerusalem,
a certain beggar, named Lazarus, who Qsked to be fed only
with the crumbs that fell from the rich man's table. He lay
down at the gate of his palace, but the rich man would not
hear him, hut set his dogs on him. So this poor beggar died,
and then his sorrows ended, for he was carried by angels to
Abraham’s bosom. Yes, Lazarus went up aloft—his spirit
soared to heaven, where all good men will go when they die.
But, my brethren, you will ask what became of Dives, the
rich man? Why, my friends, after awhile he died also, and
I don’t know hut he died drunk. I will not, however, say so,
positively, for I don’t know but he has some relations among
those who now hear me, and I may he prosecuted for defamation,
of character!"

While residing on the shore of the Lake of Toun, in the
summer of 1828, I was frequently in the habit of spending
some hours on the water, in a small boat, near a low part of
the shore, where there was abundance of reeds growing in the
water, and where those reeds gradually became more scattered,
as the depth of the water increased, until at length they en
tirely disappeared.
I had frequently had occasion to remark, amongst the thick
er crop of reeds, the singular manner in which the tops and
stems of the plants were hound together by cobwebs of such
strength and elasticity as to resist the action of the most pow
erful winds. But having observed that even the most distant
and completely isolated plants were equally furnished with spi
ders and cobwebs, it became an interesting inquiry how the
communication with these more distant objects was brought
about, and what means of escape the little Colonists had within
their power; as I had never observed an instance of their pass
ing along the surface of the water.
On taking therefore, one of these spiders in my hand, I was
not long in discovering their mode of operation. For when
placed on the point of my finger, in an elevated position, I ob
served that a fine thread was proceeding in a rapid course, from
the loom, and was carried by the wind to leeward, when it be
taine attached to the first object with which it came in contact;
and a communication was thus effected, by means of which the
little captive was not long in making his escape.
Having thus discovered their general mode of operation, I
had subsequently many opportunities of amusing myself and
nj friends by more particular remarks and experiments oa the

powers of these curious insects. I have more than once taken
Public Documents Extraobdinaky.—Die Clark,.
spiders out into the lake, to endeavor to ascertain to what C. Journal states, on the authority of the post-mine.’
length this projected thread might be extended. In these ex place, that a pair of India Rubber shoes passed tlaJi
periments, tried in situations where a dark shade, as a back post-office, a few days since, franked by a member of
ground, enabled me to follow the course of the thread with my from South-Carolina, as “Public Documents!”
eye to some distance, it was always carried in about half a min
ute beyond my powers of vision, or to a distance of about twen
ty-five or thirty yards; and as no object intervened to which it
could become attached, I have reason to think it might extend
N Thursday 25th and Friday 2Qth ef April met, »■
considerably further. On one occasion, I was enabled dis
offered for sale at Public Auction, the LOTS it 11
tinctly to trace the whole process, and the eventful escape of
new town of PROVIDENCE, in Coshocton countv,
the spider to an object fully twenty yards distant. 1 placed
him on my finger, and with a microscope I observed the valves : recently laid out by the Subscriber, on a part of a
in the abdomen to open, by several distinct apertures, from : tract, Range 9, Township 6, Quarter 1, Military district",
each of which a fine thread .of gummy liquid issued, all of a suitable elevation, near the banks of the Walhondi»J
which threads became united into one strong cord, which con Whitewoman river, on the south side, about one mile frets .'
tinued flowing until (carried by a gentle breeze to leeward) it conjunction of the Mohican John and Owl Creek, which >
became attached to the branch of a tree, about twenty yards the said Walbonding river.
This Town will afford one of the most central deposit,> I
distant.
a section of a rich, fertile country south, west, north and mt. I
It was highly interesting to observe the proceedings of the
east of said town, to be found in the State of Ohio, as it R- |
insect during the operation. He had previously, by simply
bringing the lower extremity of his body in contact with my mands a circumference of country of 100 to 150 miles nt i
finger, attached the gummy thread firmly to it ; and while it rally inclined to offer its produce, and to receive her merrir ■
was flowing, which was distinctly visible by occasional enlarge dize for the consumption of a thickly settled country with \
ments in the thread (probably occasioned by dusty particles pulous towns, such as Mount Vernon, Martinsburgh, Di
adhering to it as it flowed) he remained nearly still, except vide, Wooster, Millersburg!), and various other rising form
when making an occasional trial with one claw, to discover if The waters of the Walbonding are perfectly clear uJ
it was yet fixed to any object. These trials strongly reminded being a free running, never-failing stream, navigable tor hi
me of those of a rope dancer, while the assistants are screwing or keel boats at nearly all seasons of the year, and interact
the Canal within about 10 miles of the still water at the I'nd. I
up his rope to the necessary degree of tension.
At length he seemed to have found the desired assistance, er Dam, which intersects the Canal at Roscoe. The alwtt
though I was not then aware of the object to which the line town will be about 35 miles north of Zanesville, 17 miles is
had become fixed. But a most singular operation now com of Coshocton, J 2 east of Kenyon College, 17 east of Morn
menced, and was performed with extraordinary celerity. For Vernon, 13 north-east of Martinsburgh, 9 south-east of Dit
by a rapid movement of his hooked claws, he “ hauled in the ville, 35 south of Wooster, and about 20 south-west of Mi.
lersburgh.
slack of the rope,” tightening it to the necessary degree; and
Near this town is a first rate Mill-Seat which will he imme
when he had thus collected a confused mass of tangled thread
he swallowed it, and again fixing the tightened end of the cord diately improved—the proprietor having lately obtained 1
grant
for a dam, which will afford 7 feet fall, equal to any bito my finger, he lost no time in proceeding along the line to
wards the desired point, I now brought the cob web in contact draulic powers. A Flouring Mill with 4 to 6 run of to
with a fixed object, near which I stood, and following the trav and a Saw Mill with two run of saws are to lx; erected iimt
eller (who was rocked by the breeze in a manner he would diately; leaving plenty of power for factories and foundin
not have been if left to his own ingenuity, for in.fixing the all having a constant supply of water. It is also fully cr
cord I had not attended with sufficient cure to the degree of templated, to be made a County Seat, for a now county, wh.
tightness to which he had himself arranged it,) I saw him reach has been petitioned for, and but little doubt is entertained
in safety the branch of a tree, fully twenty yards distant, to success.—There will be upwards of ](X) Acres sold in loo
which I now found the projected thread had been fixed.—Lon three Acres each, of superior Bottom Land.
Also, upwards of Three Thousand Acres of superior Batfc
don and Edinburg Philosophical Mag. and Jour, of Science.
and Upland, surrounding the said town, in

Important Sale of Lots and Farn^

O

FARMS OP 100 TO 160 ACRES,

Ma. Webster and the Muses.—We copy the following with a good portion of Bottom to most of the farms. T
impromptu from the Boston Transcript. It was written in Farms and Out Lots with be sold on accommodating tcrm<the Album of a young Lady who requested the great States not less than three years for the completion of the pa/menx!
man to write his name in her little treasury of great names,
The proprietor has erected a first rate Saw Mill, rith two
under the autograph of Lafayette :—
run of saws, and a Flouring Mill within a short di-to e of
“Dear Lady, I a little fear
the banks of the river, besides other Saw Mills bdnjntir,mi
’Tis dangerous to be writing here.
I that lumber can be obtained at any time, cither by haolisg#
Ilis hand, who hade our Eagle fly,
by water, at a small expense. Good Brick earth, Liat HI
Trust bis young wings and mount the sky,
Free Stone, and Building Materials of all descriptions
Who hade, across the Atlantic tide,
the spot, in inexhaustible quantities. The State lloadti'
New thunders sweep, new navies ride,
Mount Vernon to Coshocton passes through the town, jx
Has traced, in lines of trembling age,
likewise through the middle of the section. The above in.
His autograph upon this page.
sual advantages demand the attention of capital and entetpnj
Higher than that Eagle soars,
Sale to begin each day at 8 o’clock in the mnrnin/(.Louder than that thunder roars,
A house of good entertainment, for any numlier of prson^.
IJ is fame shall through the world be sounding,
on the opposite side of the river, also at Mr. Thomas llutlcr
And o’er the waves of time be bounding, .
a short distance below.
While thousands, as obscure as I,
N. B. Iron Ore, in abundance has been found in the neig'
Cling to his skirts, he still will fly,
borhood.
And spring to immortality.
March 22, 1833-ts
WALTER TURNER
If by his name 1 write my own,
’Twill take me where 1 am not known,
THE OBSERVER
The cold salute will meet, my ear,
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“Pray, stranger, how did you come here?”

How to cheat the Moon.—Some farmers arc very careful
to sow their spring crops and gardens at a proper time of the
moon, and thus frequently anticipate, or pass over the best sea
son of the year. By attending to the following directions,
they will escape all the inconvenience arising from the influ
ence of the moon.
Select some fair day, as near the usual time of sowing as
possible—rise very early in the morning, and sow your seed
boldly. Cover all up carefully before night, making the land
appear smooth and even. When the moon comes on the next
evening, she will be unable to determine whether the field has
been sown or not, and will therefore bestow no influence upon
it either bad or good.
It is important that the land be thoroughly dried, so that it
can he made to appear thoroughly natural.
Whenever wheat turns to chess, it is done by the influence
of the moon. By attending to the above directions, sowing
clean seed, that evil may also be avoided.— Genesee Farmer.
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Kosciusko’s Horse.—The celebrated General Kosciusko,
once wished to send some bottles of good wine to a clergyman
of Slotbern: and lie hesitated to send it by bis servant, lest be
should smuggle a part. He gave the commission to a young
man by the name of Zeltner, and desired him to take the horse
which he himself generally rode. Young Zeltner said to Kos
ciusko, he never would ride his horse again, unless he gave
him his purse at the same time. Kosciusko, asking him what
he meant, he answered: “ As soon as a poor man on the road
takes off his hat and asks for charity, the horse immediately
stands still, and will not stir until something is given to the
petitioner; and, as I had no money about me, I was obliged
to make a motion as if I were giving something, in order to
satisfy the horse.” This beautifully turned compliment is Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN........ -.............. Jta*- York
CHARLES S. YOUNG........... .............St. John, Ne
taken from a Polish Journal.

